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Letter of complaint. Travel problems







1. Getting Sick

Problem: Falling ill far away from the

sympathy of your loved ones in a

country where access to healthcare

may be limited or impossible can be

scary and isolating.

Solution: Always pack a first-aid kit

that’s also equipped with any

additional medication you anticipate

needing so you can treat yourself if

possible.



2. Feeling Lonely

Problem: It’s normal to feel lost and

confused on the road especially if

you’re going it alone, but it’s a travel

problem that can feel overwhelming at

times and have you reconsidering all

your plans.

Solution: Bite the bullet and get out

there to start communicating with

people if you want to feel less alone.



3. Language Barriers

Problem: Not being understood in

foreign climes is proving to be more

of a hassle than you’d anticipated.

Solution: It’s never too late to brush

up on your language skills; making

even a very basic effort will endear

you to locals and make your trip far

more enjoyable in the process.



4. Losing Your Stuff

Problem: you could have sworn you

had your phone/passport/camera at

that last bus terminal or hotel. And now

you don’t.

Solution: Planning ahead for possible

losses is smart; make copies of your

passport before you set off, store the

address and number of your foreign

embassy in your phone or bag in case

of emergencies and always split-store

your money.



5. Delayed / Missed Flights

Problem: Nobody likes being stranded

in an airport because of a delayed

flight or missed connection and it can

be one of the most expensive travel

problems to put right.

Solution: Be sure to keep in contact with

your airline both before, and on, the

day of flying. Check the status of the

flight online and also through the airline

app so you’re always aware of any

changes to your itinerary.




